We study electron motion in electromagnetic (EM) fields in the radiation-dominated regime. It is shown that the electron trajectories become close to some asymptotic trajectories in the strong field limit. The description of the electron dynamics by this asymptotic trajectories significantly differs from the ponderomotive description that is barely applicable in the radiation-dominated regime. The particle velocity on the asymptotic trajectory is completely determined by the local and instant EM field. The general properties of the asymptotic trajectories are discussed. In most of standing EM waves (including identical tightly-focused counter-propagating beams) the asymptotic trajectories are periodic with the period of the wave field. Furthermore, for a certain model of the laser beam we show that the asymptotic trajectories are periodic in the reference frame moving along the beam with its group velocity that may explain the effect of the radiation-reaction trapping.
I. INTRODUCTION
If the amplitude of an optical field is such that an electron gains in it energy of hundreds of its rest-mass energy, the electron starts to emit synchrotron radiation and can lose its energy efficiently [1] . This phenomenon radiation reaction is highly important for theoretical physics and astrophysics, therefore the motion of electrons in strong laser field nowadays is a topic of numerous theoretical investigations [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and it has been studied recently in the experiments [8, 9] . Also, the emission of hard photons by electrons in a strong laser field lets one to make a femtosecond broadband source of MeV photons, based on either laser pulse -electron beam collision [10] [11] [12] , laser-plasma interaction [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] or electromagnetic cascades [18, 19] .
In the interaction of a strong laser pulse with a plasma, radiation losses can significantly affect the plasma dynamics, and, for instance, lead to less-efficient ion acceleration [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , the enhancement of the laser-driven plasma wakefield [25, 26] , highly efficient laser pulse absorption [27] , relativistic transparency reduction [28] , and to the inverse Faraday effect [29] .
Despite of high importance of the radiation losses for laser-plasma physics at high intensity, there is no general concept of the losses impact on the electron motion, and this impact is considered mostly by ad hoc hypotheses and particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. Only for a few field configurations the analytical solutions for motion of emitting electron are present [30] [31] [32] , whereas for the motion of the non-emitting electron the Miller's ponderomotive concept [33] is applicable in a vast number of cases.
In the high-intensity field, the energy gained by the electron can be significantly limited by the radiation losses. In this case, in contrast to the low-intensity limit, the electron Lorentz factor becomes small in comparison with the field amplitude: γ/a 0 ≪ 1; here γ is the electron * nerush@appl.sci-nnov.ru Lorentz factor and a 0 = eE 0 /mcω is the normalized amplitude of the electric field, E 0 , ω is the typical angular frequency of the field, c is the speed of light, m and e > 0 are the electron mass and the magnitude of the electron charge, respectively. The smallness of γ/a 0 allows one to simplify the analytical treatment of the electron motion in the strong radiation-dominated regime. This can be illustrated by a stationary Zel'dowich's solution [30] for the electron motion in the rotating electric field E(t). At moderate field intensity the angle ϕ (between the particle velocity and the vector −E) is connected with the electron Lorentz factor γ. However, in the strong radiation dominated regime ϕ and γ/a 0 tend to zero (see Fig. 1 ), and the particle velocity coincides with the direction of the electric field (v E), thus γ is not needed in order to compute the particle trajectory.
In Refs. [34, 35] the concept of the electron motion, that in the radiation-dominated regime can supersede the ponderomotive concept, is discussed. It have been shown in Ref. [34] that in the regime of dominated radiation friction the number of degrees of freedom, which govern the electron motion, is reduced. Namely, it is shown for the rotating electric field with the Gaussian envelope, that on the time scales larger than the rotation period, the electron position is described by a first-order differential equation that does not contain the electron momentum. For this, the electron motion with LandauLifshitz radiation reaction have been considered. It is also shown that in the radiation-dominated regime, electrons are not expelled from but are captured for a long time by the strong-field region.
In Ref. [35] it is shown for almost arbitrary field configuration, that in the strong field limit in a timescale, much smaller than the timescale of the field variation, the direction of the electron velocity approaches some certain direction that is determined only by the values of the local electric and magnetic fields. Then, as the electron velocity is known, the electron trajectory can be reconstructed. This approach, called the "low-energy limit", was used (but not described) for the fields of the linearly polarized standing waves earlier [36] . Electrons moving in the rotating electric field and experiencing quantum radiation reaction for many periods of the rotation: (circles) the ratio of the mean Lorentz factor γm to a0 and (triangles) the mean angle ϕm between the particle velocity and the vector opposite to the electric field, for different values of the field amplitude a0. Bars depict the standard deviations ±σ. Results of PIC-MC simulations for the field angular frequency ω = 2πc/λ, λ = 1 µm.
Let us emphasize that if the electron velocity is determined not by the electron momentum but by the local fields, one can describe the plasma dynamics with hydrodynamical equations. Indeed, in this case the currents in the Maxwell's equations depend only on the particle density and particle velocity (i.e. on the particle density and local EM fields), therefore the first-order equation for the electron position together with the Maxwell's equations and the continuity equation form a closed system of equations.
In this paper we present the first step toward such a hydrodynamical approach to the plasma dynamics in the radiation-dominated regime. Namely, in Sec. II we estimate γ/a 0 ratio and the threshold of the radiationdominated regime. In Sec. III for arbitrary field configuration we find the first-order equation for the electron position, by a method different from Ref. [35] and with B-case (see below) considered separately. The righthand-side of this equation is the velocity field that is fully determined by the local field vectors. It is shown that γ ≪ a 0 is enough for this first-order equation to be valid in the laser field. In Sec. IV we compare the solution of this first-order equation with the solution of the exact equations of the electron motion for a number of field configurations. In Sec. V we discuss the relation between the velocity field and the Poynting vector. In Sec. VI the symmetry of the velocity field induced by the symmetry of the Maxwell's equations, is considered, and the dramatic difference between the ponderomotive description and the description by the velocity field in the radiationdominated regime is demonstrated. Thus, in the subsection VI A, in the limit of strong fields, the electron motion in a wide class of periodic standing waves is shown to be periodic. From this, in the subsection VI B we show with a certain model of the laser beam that the beam can capture the electrons and carries them along itself with the beam group velocity. Sec. VII is the conclusion.
II. STRONG RADIATION-DOMINATED REGIME
In order to estimate the threshold value of the normalized field amplitude a 0 for the radiation-dominated regime, let us start from the equations of the electron motion with the Landau-Lifshitz radiation reaction force incorporated:
where time is normalized to 1/ω, v is the electron velocity normalized to the speed of light c, p = γv is the electron momentum normalized to mc, E and B are the electric and the magnetic fields respectively (normalized to mcω/e), and F rr v is the main term of the radiation reaction force [37] :
Here α = e 2 / c ≈ 1/137 is the fine-structure constant and ω is the frequency characterizing the time-scale or the space-scale of the field (e.g. angular frequency of the laser field).
The radiation losses increase sharply with the increase of γ, therefore for some electron Lorentz factor γ =γ, the further energy gain stops due to the losses. The corresponding valueγ can be found from Eq. (2) assuming that the transverse and the longitudinal to v components of the Lorentz force are of the order of a 0 :
where a 0 is the characteristic electric field strength. In the absence of the radiation reaction the electron energy in the field can be estimated as γ ∼ a 0 , thus the radiation-dominated regime corresponds toγ ≪ a 0 hence
Note for the laser wavelength λ = 1 µm the amplitude a * 0 ≈ 440 that corresponds to the intensity I ≈ 5 × 10 23 W cm −2 . This level of intensity is expected to be reached in the near future with such facilities as ELI-beamlines [38] In the case of strong radiation losses the angle between the Lorentz force and the electron velocity can be small, and the transverse to v component of the Lorentz force becomes much lower than the longitudinal one. However, this doesn't affect much the given estimates. For instance, for the electron motion in the rotating electric field from the stationary Zel'dowich's solution [30] we get ϕ ≈ γ/a 0 and γ ≈ (a 0 /µ) 1/4 ≪ a 0 (where µ = 2α ω/3mc
2 ) at a 0 ≫ a * 0 , with the same estimate for a * 0 (except the factor 3/2 in the parentheses, see Ref. [30] ). Note also that the quantum consideration of the radiation reaction gives results that are close to the Zel'dovich's solution: in the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations the mean ϕ value is about π/2 times larger than γ/a 0 , and γ/a 0 drops with the increase of the field amplitude (Fig. 1) .
In what follows we assume that the field is far beyond the threshold of the radiation-dominated regime, a 0 ≫ a * 0 .
III. VELOCITY FIELD AND ASYMPTOTIC TRAJECTORIES
The reduced equations of the electron motion for arbitrary field configuration can be derived as follows. The equation for the electron velocity can be obtained from Eqs. (2) and (1), and is the following:
where the first three terms in the parentheses approximately correspond to the transverse to v component of the Lorentz force. If the angle ψ between the Lorentz force and the electron velocity is noticeable (ψ ∼ 1), then the term with F rr in Eq. (6) is negligible, because F rr /γ 2 ∼ a 2 0 α ω/mc 2 ≪ a 0 for reasonable field amplitudes, E 0 E S /α, where E S = m 2 c 3 /e is the Sauter-Schwinger critical field. Thus, as far as γ ≪ a 0 , we have |dv/dt| ≫ 1.
It means that the characteristic timescale of the velocity vector variation is small, τ v ∼ γ/a 0 ≪ 1. Therefore, on small time scales it can be assumed that the fields E and B in Eq. (6) are constant. In the constant EM field the electron velocity v in a time of some τ v approaches some asymptotic direction. This direction corresponds to ψ → 0 hence dv/dt = 0, and can be found as follows.
A. B-case
In the case E · B = 0 and B > E there is a reference frame K ′ in which the field is purely magnetic, and B ′ B (here strokes denote quantities in K ′ ). In K ′ the electron goes along the helical path with its axis parallel to the direction of B ′ . The corresponding drift velocity of the electron in the laboratory reference frame K is the speed of K ′ in K and can be found from the following equation:
Let us note that Eq. (7) does not depend on the component of the velocity parallel to the magnetic field, so one can choose this component arbitrarily (implying v < 1). One can choose, for example, the solution with v · B = 0, i.e.:
As shown in Sec. VI B the ambiguity of v in this case can be resolved by additional physical considerations.
B. E-case
If E · B = 0 or E > B there is a reference frame
asymptotically approaches the straight line parallel to E ′ , and v approaches 1. Note that for the resulting electron trajectory v · E < 0 as far as the electron is accelerating by the field.
As v ≈ 1 and the electron moves along the straight line, in the laboratory reference frame K the resulting v can be found from the equation dv/dt = 0, that yields
Scalar multiplication of Eq. (9) by B, E and E × B leads to the following solution:
The right-hand-side of Eq. (12) is relativistic invariant, and we choose the sign "−" in order to obtain the stable trajectory in K ′ . For the opposite sign, "+", the electron in K ′ is decelerating and its velocity is reversed quickly if initially v is not exactly parallel to the direction given by Eq. (9) . Note that vectors E, E × B, E × [E × B] form an orthogonal basis thus Eqs. (11)-(13) are enough to determine v unambiguously.
C. Asymptotic trajectory
Considering the electron motion on a timescale of the field variation timescale, t ∼ 1 ≫ τ v , one can neglect the dynamics of the electron while it is approaching the constant-field-approximation asymptotic solution, and assume that in every time instant the electron velocity is determined by Eq. (7) or Eq. (9) which depend only on the instant (and local) fields. Thus, the electron trajectory is governed by the following reduced-order equa-tions:
where the last equation determines the velocity field v and can be used in both B-and E-cases (in B-case it yields Eq. (7)). From here on we call the solution of Eqs. (14)- (15) "asymptotic trajectory" because, first, locally it corresponds to the asymptotic (t → ∞) electron trajectory in the constant-field-approximation, and, second, it describes the electron trajectory in asymptotically strong field (a 0 ≫ a * 0 ). Note that the reasoning about the electron trajectory in the radiation-dominated regime is also valid if the parameter χ is large (χ ≈ γF ⊥ /eE s , see Ref. [43, 44] , where F ⊥ is the component of the Lorentz force perpendicular to the particle velocity). In this case (χ ≫ 1) the synchrotron emission is described by the quantum formulae and Eq. (3) is not valid, however, it is still possible to describe the electron trajectory classically between the photon emission events [43, 45] 
2 /F ⊥ is the radiation formation length, i.e. the distance within which the emission of a single photon occurs, and ℓ W ∼ c/W is the mean distance that the electron passes without the photon emission; W is the full probability rate of the photon emission. Estimating
we obtain ℓ f /ℓ W ∼ α/χ 1/3 < 1/137 ≪ 1. Therefore, the electron moves classically between the short events of the photon emission. Note also that for optical frequencies
IV. SIMPLE EXAMPLES
In order to test the asymptotic description of the electron trajectory (Eqs. (14) and (15)) we compare numerical solutions of them with numerical solutions of the classical equations of the electron motion with the radiation reaction taken into account by the inclusion of the Landau-Lifshitz force [37] or by the recoil of the emitted photons described in the quasiclassical framework of Baier-Katkov [43, 45] . Numerical solution of the full equations of the electron motion is based on the Vay's pusher [46] where the Landau-Lifshitz force is taken into account with the Euler's method or, alternatively, the quantum recoil is taken into account by the Monte Carlo (MC) technique similarly to the QUILL [47, 48] code (see also Appendix A). In order to solve Eqs. (14)- (15) we use the classical Runge-Kutta method. The test results for various field configurations are present below. 
A. Rotating electric field
In the rotating electric field of the amplitude a 0 Eq. (15) gives v = −E/E, that coincides with the highfield limit (a 0 ≫ a * 0 ) of the Zel'dovich's stationary solution [30] utilizing the main term of the Landau-Lifshitz force. This stationary solution can be updated by taking into account quantum corrections to the radiationreaction force [49] , that also yields v → −E/E in the high-field limit. MC simulations demonstrate the same behavior, however, high dispersion of the angle between v and E is evident, see Fig. 1 .
B. Static B-node
Let us start from the following simple field configuration:
and the other components of the fields are zero. In Fig. 2 the velocity field Eq. (8) (|x| > 1) and Eqs. (11) and (12) formulae. Obviously, the shape of the electron trajectories computed with Monte Carlo approach is slightly different for different runs, so the bars depict the standard deviation of the electron final position. The trajectories are computed for different a 0 values, namely a 0 = 500, 2 × 10 3 , 1 × 10 4 which correspond to dashed, dash-dotted and solid lines, respectively. First, it is seen that at higher a 0 values the real electron velocity coincides better with the velocity field that induces the asymptotic trajectories. Second, the Landau-Lifshitz approach demonstrate slightly better coincidence, because in the LandauLifshitz approach the mean electron energy generally less than in the quantum approach.
Note that the fields Eq. (17) resemble the B node of a standing linearly polarized wave, however, in the linearly polarized standing wave the sign of E × B| x varies in time, and the node attracts the asymptotic electron trajectories during a half of a period, and repels them during the other half.
C. Linearly polarized standing wave
In the linearly polarized standing wave asymptotic electron trajectories can be found analytically. The fields of the linearly polarized standing wave read as follows:
where y 0 and z 0 are the unit vectors along the y and z axes, respectively. Then from Eqs. (8), (11) and (12) we get:
Since the fields are homogeneous along the y axis electron's motion along it is not of any interest. Then x(t) of the asymptotic trajectory is found from the following algebraic equations:
where the starting point x 0 = x(t 0 ) also belongs to the region E > B or E < B. For instance, the electron trajectory initially is determined by the first of Eqs. (21), then it reaches the point with E = B; after that the trajectory is determined by the second of Eqs. (21) up to the moment when the electron reaches another point with E = B and so on. For E = B Eqs. (18) and (19) yields
with the following solution:
For the electron starting from the point x 0 at the moment t 0 = 0 the chain of points (x 1 , t 1 ), (x 2 , t 2 ), ... at which E = B is the following. First, from Eqs. (21) and (22) under the assumption that initially E > B, we have:
The coordinate x 2 can be found from the observation that x 2 = x 1 and t 2 = π − t 1 obey the second of Eqs. (21) with x 0 , t 0 replaced by x 1 , t 1 . Also, x 2 = x 1 and t 2 = π − t 1 obey Eq. (22) (because x 1 and t 1 obey them).
Analogously, x 3 = x 2 and t 3 = π + t 1 . Then the electron trajectory periodically repeat itself (see Fig. 3 (a) ).
Note that the electron trajectory in the linearly polarized standing wave is periodic in the framework of the presented asymptotic theory. As shown in Sec. VI A, this is just an example of the general behaviour of the electron trajectories in standing waves in the radiationdominated regime. However, it can seem that this behavior contradicts the anomalous radiative trapping [36] (ART). Really, ART is caused by a drift of the electron between the asymptotic trajectories given by Eqs. (21) . This drift takes many periods of the field [36] and can not be described by the presented asymptotic theory.
The asymptotic electron trajectories computed with Eqs. (14) and (15) are shown in Fig. 3 (a) with pale blue and beige lines (the computed trajectories coincide exactly with the analytical solutions Eqs. (21)). Six electron trajectories computed with Vay's pusher and Monte Carlo technique for the photon emission are also depicted: for a 0 = 1 × 10 3 by green lines, and for a 0 = 1 × 10 4 by red lines. Fig. 3 (b) shows the energy of the electrons on the trajectories A and B from Fig. 3 (a) . The coincidence of the electron trajectories computed for a 0 = 1 × 10 4 with the asymptotic trajectories are evident, opposite to a 0 = 1 × 10 3 case in that the condition γ ≪ a 0 is not fulfilled. Note that in the case of a 0 = 1 × 10 4 the electrons moving according to the MC approach to the radiation reaction, become closer to the B-nodes for each subsequent period, that is the effect of ART.
V. ABSORPTION-INDUCED TRAPPING
It follows from Eqs. (8) and (11) that the angle between the asymptotic velocity v and the Poynting vector S ∝ E × B is always less than π/2, i.e. v · S > 0. This hints that the electron motion in the radiation-dominated regime can be connected with the energy flow of the electromagnetic fields. Let us consider the region containing currents which (partially) absorb the incoming electromagnetic wave. In the average, the Poynting vector is directed into the region of the currents, and we suggest that in the radiation-dominated regime this region attracts the electron trajectories. In this section we verify this suggestion in a couple of examples. (18)- (19) and (c) in the field of two counter-propagating linearly polarized waves with a plane at x = 0 absorbing 70% of the incoming energy (see Eqs. (25)- (26), R = 0.55). Thin lines depict asymptotic trajectories obtained by the numerical integration of Eqs. (14) for the E-and B-cases (beige and pale blue, respectively). Thick lines correspond to the numerical integration of the classical electron motion equations with quantum radiation reaction (A12) taken into account by Monte Carlo technique. It is worth to mention that the thin lines in (a) coincides with the analytical solution Eq. (21) and with the thin green lines in Fig. 2 from Ref. [36] .
A plane wave pushes initially immobile electrons approximately in the direction of the Poynting vector, so it can seem that the absorption-induced trapping can be realized without strong radiation reaction. However, as seen from the examples below, in the absence of strong radiation losses if the electrons have been accelerated by a wave, then they can not be turned back by a counterpropagating wave. Thus the radiation reaction may cause electron trapping in the region with strong absorption of the electromagnetic energy.
A. Counter-propagating linearly polarized waves partially absorbing by a plane
The field of two counter-propagating linearly polarized (along the y axis) waves, that is partially absorbing at the plane x = 0, can be written as follows: (26) where in ∓ the upper sign corresponds to x > 0 and the lower one corresponds to x < 0, and R is the reflection coefficient. The asymptotic and Vay+MC electron trajectories in this field are shown in Fig. 3 (c) with the same color codes as in Fig. 3 (a) . Here R = 0.55 that means absorption of 70% of the wave energy in the plane x = 0. As seen from the figure, the electron trajectories are attracted by the plane x = 0 in the strong radiationdominated regime, whereas at moderate intensity of the waves the electrons easily pass the plane. The mean standard deviation of x computed for the Vay+MC electron trajectories for ten periods of the wave and x 0 = 0.25λ is about 1.5λ for a0 = 1 × 10 3 and 0.2λ for a 0 = 1 × 10 4 .
B. Multipole wave absorbing by a current loop
The field of a multipole harmonic wave that is completely absorbing by a current loop can be obtained by time reversal of the field emitting by a current loop (see App. B). The electron motion in the absorbing multipole wave with the angular frequency ω = 2πc/λ for a loop radius r ℓ = λ = 1 µm is shown in Fig. 4 , where in the cylindrical coordinate system the "wire" position is marked with the black cross. The z axis is the axis of the loop. Fig. 4 (a) demonstrates the magnetic field of the multipole wave at t = 0. Fig. 4 (b) shows the asymptotic electron trajectories, Figs. 4 (c) and (d) show the electron trajectories computed by Vay and MC algorithm for the loop current magnitude I 0 = 1 × 10 3 and for I 0 = 5 × 10 3 , respectively. The trajectories start at t = 0 from the sphere shown by a thick dashed line and are computed up to t = 5λ/c.
It is seen from Fig. 4 that the current loop attracts the asymptotic electron trajectories. However, it is seen that the absorption-induced trapping is not really a strict trapping but just means that electrons in the radiationdominated regime stay for a long time in the region with the currents absorbing the incoming waves.
VI. EMISSION-ABSORPTION SYMMETRY AND GENERAL PROPERTIES OF ASYMPTOTIC TRAJECTORIES
In this section we consider the properties of the electron trajectories described by Eqs. (14) and (15) . For this purpose let us consider the well-known symmetry of the Maxwell's equations, namely, the following transform
does not change them, i.e. they leads to the Maxwell's equations for the starred variables; here ρ is the charge density and j is the current density. From here on we denote E, B, j evolving in time t as initial system and E * , B * , j * evolving in time t * as starred system. This symmetry is the relation between a system of currents emitting some fields and the system of currents absorbing the fields: namely, the Poynting vector, the j · E product and the time direction in the starred system is opposite to that in the initial system.
According to Eq. (15), in the starred system the velocity field v * relates to the velocity field of the initial system v as follows:
that obeys the stability condition v * · E * < 0. Thus, in the starred system the velocity field and the time direction are opposite to that in the initial system, that leads to the same trajectories in the starred system r * (t * ) as in the initial system, passed by the electrons in the opposite direction: dr * /dt * = v * (r * , t * ) = −v(r * , −t * ). Let us note a fundamental difference between the asymptotic trajectories described by Eqs. (15), (14) , and by the ponderomotive description. The ponderomotive force is determined by the distribution of E 2 and B 2 and is indifferent to the transform Eqs. (27)- (30) , whereas this transform reverses the direction of the electron motion in the case when Eqs. (15) and (14) are applicable, namely, when radiation reaction is strong.
In order to illustrate the difference between the ponderomotive description and the description by the velocity field Eq. (15) the following toy example can be considered. The first laser pulse propagates along the direction x 0 and scatters an electron aside. Then the second pulse is formed from the first one with the substitution (28)- (29) , and according to the Maxwell's equations this pulse travels in the direction −x 0 . In the framework of the ponderomotive description the second laser pulse is not important because it will never meet the electron scattered by the first pulse. At the same time, considering the first laser pulse as the initial system of fields, we see that the second laser pulse is equivalent to the starred system of fields. In the case of strong radiation reaction the asymptotic approach is valid, and the electron according to Eq. (31) will pass along its preceding trajectory in the opposite direction in the field of the second pulse, i.e. the electron will be brought back to its initial position by the second laser pulse.
Therefore, the asymptotic description of the electron motion Eqs. (14) and (15) implies that the electrons are not scattered by, but stay for a long time in the field of a laser pulse or in a laser beam. This conclusion is in a good agreement with the results of theoretical considerations and numerical simulations showing that the ponderomotive force can be significantly suppressed by the radiation reaction [34, 50] .
A. Asymptotic trajectories in standing waves
We see in Sec. IV that the reduced equations lead to periodic electron trajectories in the linearly polarized standing electromagnetic wave. Here we show, that Eqs. (14) and (15) always lead to a periodic electron trajectories in a wide class of fields, namely in the periodic fields which can be represented in the following form:
where E = f (r, t), B = g(r, t) is the solution of Maxwell's equations for some charge density ρ and current density j (for the sake of simplicity let us consider ρ = 0 and j = 0). This representation means that the fields are the sum of the fields of some system and the fields of the corresponding starred system. In this case the symmetry (27)- (30) leads to the same fields of the starred system as in the initial system, i.e. E * (r, t * ) = E(r, t * ), B * (r, t * ) = B(r, t * ), hence it should lead to the same velocity field v * (r, t * ) = v(r, t * ), that together with Eq. (31) yields
Thus, the velocity field in the electromagnetic fields (32)- (33) is an odd function of time. Consequently, the time reversal conserves the equation for the electron position,
and the electron position r(t) is an even function of time. Therefore,
As far as the velocity field governed by Eqs. (8) and (10)- (13) is a single-valued function of the electromagnetic fields, and the fields are periodic in time, the velocity field is also periodic with the same period, T . Thus, the velocity field is an odd function relative to any time instant t = nT , where n is an integer. Let the electron starts to move at t = nT − T /2, then it comes to the starting point a period later, r(nT +T /2) = r(nT −T /2), then due to the periodicity of v at t = (n + 1)T , we have r((n + 1)T + T /2) = r(nT + T /2). Therefore, in the framework of the asymptotic approach, the electron is moving periodically back and forth along the same path in the periodic fields Eqs. (32)-(33) .
B. Asymptotic trajectories in a laser beam of finite diameter
Here we stress that many field configurations could be reduced to the form of periodic fields that obey the emission-absorption symmetry Eqs. (27)- (30) . In the previous subsection we also assumed that the velocity field is a single-valued function of the fields. This is not strictly true in the B-case, because one can add to v from Eq. (8) a vector parallel to B. The effect of this ambiguity is also discussed in this section.
Let us consider the fields of TE11 mode of a rectangular metallic waveguide:
where we assume that the wave angular frequency Ω = (k
1/2 = 1 (here we use the normalization frequency ω equal to the frequency of the wave, and, as before, the time is normalized to 1/ω, coordinates are normalized to c/ω, k is the wavenumber normalized to ω/c). These fields obey the metallic boundary conditions at y = 0, ±ℓ y , ±2ℓ y , ... (E z = 0) and at z = 0, ±ℓ z , ±2ℓ z , ... (E y = 0). Here ℓ y = π/k y and ℓ z = π/k z are the sizes of the waveguide along the y-and z-axes, respectively.
The fields Eqs. (37)- (42) are the solution of the Maxwell's equations not only inside the waveguide but in the open space as well because this fields can be represented as a sum of plane waves. Particularly, we consider these fields in the region y ∈ [−ℓ y /2, ℓ y /2] and z ∈ [0, ℓ z ] as the model of the laser beam of finite diameter. If ℓ y ≫ ℓ z , the electric field is mainly directed along the yaxis and reaches its maximum in the center of the beam.
The fields Eqs. (37)- (42) are shown in Fig. 5 (a) for ℓ y = 4π, ℓ z = 2π and t = x = 0. The asymptotic electron trajectory computed for these fields is shown in Fig. 5 (b) , where ξ = x − v g t, v g = k x ≈ 0.83 is the group velocity of the electromagnetic wave, and the trajectory starts at t = 0, x = 0, y = 0.2 and z = 0.65 and is computed up (14), (8) and (10)- (13) in the laboratory reference frame; ξ = x − vgt, where vg is the group velocity of the TE11 mode. to t = 2τ , where
is the intrinsic timescale of the task, v φ = 1/v g is the phase velocity of the wave. For 3 the electrons stay for a long time in the high-field region. However, as we see below, the asymptotic trajectories being computed in the laboratory reference frame yield the values of ξ and the values of the trajectory period which do not coincide well with that for real electron trajectories. The reason for that is that Eq. (8) is not Lorentz invariant, namely if one compute v from it in some reference frame, in another reference frame he obtain 
where
These fields do not depend on x ′ and for all the electrons in these fields the component of the Lorentz force along the x ′ axis is absent. Furthermore, the electrons due to the radiation reaction "forget" their initial direction of motion, hence we conclude that the average velocity of the electrons in the fields Eqs. (44)- (47) is v ′ x = 0. Therefore, in K the average electron velocity is v x = v g hence ξ = const that is in good agreement with results of Vay+MC simulations. Note that ξ = const does not coincide with the result of the asymptotic consideration in the laboratory reference frame (see Fig. 5 (b) ). Also, a wrong value of v x leads to a wrong value of the period of y and z coordinates of the electron in the framework of the asymptotic approach.
The substitution t ′ → t ′ + π/2k ⊥ yields that the electric field given by Eqs. (44)- (45) are odd functions of time and the magnetic field Eq. (46) is the even function of time in K ′ . As follows from Sec. VI A in this case the electron trajectories are periodic in the radiationdominated regime and their period is equal to 2π/k ⊥ in K ′ . Therefore, in the laboratory reference frame in the radiation-dominated regime the electrons move along the x-axis with the group velocity of the laser beam, and, as y ′ = y and z ′ = z, the electron trajectories are periodic in the yz plane with the period 2π
Thus, the ambiguity of the velocity field in the asymptotic approach can be resolved by appropriate choose of the reference frame. Therefore, we show that the asymptotic description, Eqs. (14) and (15), leads to periodic trajectories in a wide class of standing waves (e.g. formed by laser beams of finite diameter), and to electron motion along the laser beam with its group velocity with periodic transverse motion. The latter may explain the effect of the radiationreaction trapping [50] .
VII. CONCLUSION
To conclude, here we show that in the radiationdominated regime the electrons tend to move with velocity that is determined by the fields only, see Eq. (15) . This means that the electron trajectory can be found from the first-order equation, Eq. (14) . We call this velocity asymptotic because it can be found as the asymptotic electron velocity (t → ∞) in the constant field approximation. The reason for reduction of the equation order is that the electron energy in the radiation-dominated regime is small (γ ≪ a 0 ), the electrons are "light" and are easily turned by the laser field to the asymptotic direction in a time much smaller than the characteristic variation time of the electromagnetic fields. The velocity field v(r, t) corresponds to the absence of the component of the Lorentz force transverse to the electron velocity, so v is also called the radiation-free direction [35] .
In a number of the electromagnetic field configurations we found the numerical solutions of the reducedorder equations and the full equations of electron motion with the radiation reaction taken into account by the Monte Carlo technique and the Baier-Katkov synchrotron formulae [43] . The comparison between these solutions demonstrates that the reduced-order equations can be used for a qualitative description of the electron trajectories for a 0 greater or of the order of thousand for optical wavelengths. In order to stress these high values of a 0 we call the solutions of the reduced equations of motion as asymptotic trajectories (a 0 → ∞).
Also we demonstrate that the reduced-order equations for the electron trajectories in the radiation-dominated regime are the useful analytical tool. First, they predict the electron trapping in the regions where the wave field is absorbed, see Sec. V. This result can be important for the theoretical consideration of the field absorption by the QED cascade in the counter-propagating laser waves [18] . Second, contrary to the concept of the ponderomotive force, the asymptotic theory leads to periodic electron trajectories in a wide class of standing electromagnetic fields (including the case of counterpropagating tightly focused laser beams, see Sec. VI A). This result is in a good agreement with Ref. [34] that demonstrates the reduction of the ponderomotive force in the radiation-dominated regime. Furthermore, using a certain configuration of the laser beam we demonstrate that the beam in the radiation-dominated regime does not push the electrons aside, but captures and carries them with the group velocity of the beam. This result probably explains the radiation-reaction trapping observed in the numerical simulation of Ref. [50] .
Therefore, the concept of the ponderomotive force is not applicable in the radiation-dominated regime and can be replaced by the description of the asymptotic electron trajectories. This concept implies that velocities of the electrons in a given point are the same hence the electrons (positrons) in the radiation-dominated regime can be described in the framework of the hydrodynamical approach. The Maxwell's equations, in which the electron current is determined only by the plasma density and by the local field values (see Eq. (15)), together with the continuity equation for the plasma density are formed the closed system of equations. Note that the reduced-order equations gives the positive field work on the electrons (v · E < 0) hence the plasma in the framework of the asymptotic theory is always an absorbing medium. In more details this hydrodynamical approach will be considered elsewhere.
action force (taken into account by Euler method) let us consider electron motion in constant crossed electric and magnetic fields:
In the reference frame K ′ moving along x axis with the speed V = 0.5 the electric field vanishes and the only z component of the magnetic field remains:
, where the stroke marks quantities in K ′ . Taking into account the Landau-Lifshitz radiation reaction, for relativistic electron motion in K ′ we obtain (assuming γ ≫ 1):
y and ω is just some frequency used for normalization of time. The solution of Eqs. (A3)-(A5) is the following:
and
where subscript 0 denotes t ′ = 0 and
is the error function. For the given parameters we obtain B 6. It should be mentioned that at the time instance at which v ′ x = V , in the laboratory reference frame the Lorentz factor reaches its local maximum. Numerical solver using Landau-Lifshitz force demonstrates that the local maxi-mum of γ closest to t 1 = 22 is reached at t ≈ 21.5 and is γ ≈ 13.4 that is quite close to the predicted value. Equation (A9) yields y ′ (t ′ → ∞) ≈ 0.463 for the above-mentioned parameters. This value (y(t → ∞) = y ′ (t ′ → ∞)) is depicted as gray dotted line in Fig. 6 , and in a good agreement with the value obtained with the numerical solver. The dashed orange line is got by means of particle pusher that takes into account with the quantum formulae and is described in the next subsection.
Radiation reaction: general case
The quantum radiation reaction can be taken into account in Vay's pusher by means of Monte Carlo technique. To do this we use the alternative event generator [44] based on Baier-Katkov synchrotron formula [37, 45] . The event generator checks at every time step if the photon emission occurs, and if it does, the electron momentum is decreased on the momentum of the emitted photon. Using of classical description of the electron trajectory together with the quantum formula for the photon emission is valid because the radiation formation length in strong fields (a 0 ≫ 1) is much smaller than the field characteristic scale [37, 45, 51] .
In order to test Vay's pusher coupled with Monte Carlo event generator we compute the energy distribution of the electrons in the crossed fields Eqs. (A1)-(A2). The resulting spectra are compared with the spectra obtained from the Boltzmann equation in the reference frame K ′ . As mentioned above, in the reference frame K ′ moving along x axis with velocity V = 0.5 the electrons see the pure magnetic field directed along the z axis. Therefore, in K ′ the Boltzmann equation that describes the electron energy distribution f ′ (t ′ , γ ′ ) is the following:
is the distribution of the photon emission probability by the electron with the Lorentz factor ǫ over the photon energy ε γ normalized to mc 2 , i.e. over ǫ γ = ε γ /mc 2 (see Refs. [37, 45] ), and
is the overall emission probability for an electron with the Lorentz factor γ ′ , ǫ ℓ = ω/mc 2 , ω is the frequency used for normalization of time.
The Boltzmann equation (A11) can be solved numerically as follows. In finite-difference method the distribution function f ′ (γ ′ ) is represented as a vector, and the right-hand-side of the Eq. (A11) is represented as the product of a matrix and a vector. Then Euler method can be used, and the computation of f ′ (t ′ , γ ′ ) from f ′ (t ′ = 0, γ ′ ) is reduced to a matrix exponentiation, that can be done with square-and-multiply algorithm that have logarithmic complexity on the number of time steps. Then the distribution function in the initial reference frame can be found from f ′ (t ′ , γ ′ ) with Lorentz transformation. For that one should neglect the electron displacement in K ′ (i.e., x ′ (t ′ ) − x ′ (0)) and assume that in K ′ the angles ϕ ′ between x ′ axis and v ′ ⊥ are uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 2π):
where the integration should be performed over the path determined by the value of γ and Eq. (A17); Γ = (1 − V 2 ) −1/2 . It is worth noting that for correctness of the method the step along γ ′ in the finite-difference scheme should be much smaller than the width of the emission spectrum. Thus, especially small step of γ ′ should by used in the classical regime. Figure 6 (b) demonstrates the electron spectra in the crossed fields Eq. (A1)-(A2) with a 0 = 50.3 and λ = 1.1 nm used for the normalization. The electrons initially (at t = 0) move along x and z axes (v x ≃ 0.8, v z ≃ 0.6) and have Lorentz factor γ 0 = 63. Curves A and C are obtained by Eq. (A11) for t = 22 and t = 49.5, respectively. Curves B and D represent the spectra of 8000 particles whose trajectory is computed by Vay's pusher coupled with Monte Carlo event generator, for t = 22 and t = 49.5, respectively.
In K ′ the parameters of the simulations yield the quantum parameter χ ′ (t ′ = 0) = 2, and if Landau-Lifshitz radiation reaction is used, χ ′ drops down to χ ′ (t = 22) = 0.4 and χ ′ (t = 49.5) = 0.1 (see Eq. (A7)). However, initially χ ′ 1 that leads to wide emission spectrum and wide resulting spectrum of the electrons. Moreover, the overall emission probability is not very high and a significant fraction of electrons do not emit photons at all. These electron fractions form peaks clearly seen on the curves A and B. The position of the peak on the curve A corresponds to non-emitting electrons with v ′ x = −0.5 that according to Eq. (A17) gives γ ≈ 38. However, in Monte Carlo simulation at t = 22 the distribution of electrons over ϕ ′ is far from the uniform one, and most of the non-emitting electrons moves with v x ≈ 0.5 leading to the peak at γ = γ(t = 0). Thus, the difference of curves A and B comes from the assumption of uniform electron distribution over the angle ϕ ′ . This assumption becomes more reliable at later times (t = 49.5), and the difference between two methods of the spectra computation vanishes (see curves C and D).
Therefore, the results of the Vay's pusher coupled with the Landau-Lifshitz radiation reaction force or with the Monte Carlo event generator (that uses some approximate expression for fast computation of the emission probability) coincides well with the results obtained by other methods.
Appendix B: Multipole wave
In the cylindrical coordinates the vector potential A of the current loop obeys the following equation:
where we assume that the z-axis is the axis of the loop, thus A r = A z = 0. The solution of this equation for the harmonic current j ϕ ∝ exp(−iωt) (obviously, in the normalized units ω = 1) can be found using Green's function as follows [52] :
where I 0 is the current amplitude,z = [z 2 + (r + r ℓ ) 2 ] 1/2 , s = (1 − κ sin 2 ψ) 1/2 and κ = 4rr ℓ /z 2 . Then the electric and magnetic fields can be found from the Eq. (B2).
To obtain the field of a multipole wave that is fully absorbed by the current loop, the substitution t → −t, B → −B is made. Then the fields are computed on the r−z lattice, and their values are used for the interpolation in the numerical solution of the equations of the electron motion.
